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Linde’s Dictionary of Polish
I Samuel Bogumi l Linde
I 6 volumes
I 1807–1814 (first edition)
I 1854–1861 (second edition)
I dictionary of Polish with translations into German (in Gothic),
Slavic languages, and sometimes also other languages (e.g.
Hebrew) = multilingualism
A sample entry from Linde’s dictionary
Digitalisations
I GoogleBooks (1st ed.)
I Kujawsko-Pomorska Biblioteka Cyfrowa (1st ed.)
I Polska Biblioteka Internetowa (1st ed., incomplete)
I OpenLibrary (1st ed.)
I Formal Linguistics Department (2nd ed., reprint)
I digitalisations are available in scanned form with OCR that is
far from perfect
I FineReader does not work sufficiently well with multilingual
texts and does not recognise texts that are written in Gothic
I variable position of words
OCR quality
Linde’s dictionary as a corpus
I a digital version of the 2nd edition of Linde’s dictionary was
made available at University of Warsaw, with a preliminary
OCR (http://www.wbl.klf.uw.edu.pl)
I OCR was prepared with FineReader 10 (with 300 dpi
resolution) and then converted from PDF to DjVu
I the files were converted into a text corpus (ca. 7 million
segments now)
I corpus can be searched with the Poliqarp for DjVu browser
search engine and a concordancer (marasca) prepared by
Jakub Wilk
I query results can be showed as graphical concordances
Lexicographic browser
Graphical concordances
Highlighted query result on a DjVu file
Query in the Linde’s dictionary at Formal Linguistics
Department
I regular expressions can be used
I query syntax is the same as in the Poliqarp version used for
the National Corpus of Polish
I in the official digital version it is possible to limit the search to
individual volumes and the main sections of the dictionary
(such as introductory texts, errata, main text, etc.) using the
clause ,,within”
Usage of the “within” clause
Preparing Linde’s dictionary for the users
I mainly alphabetical but in the entries one can find also
derivates, diminutives, etc. which means that the word order
is not strict
I Polish diacritical marks are ignored when ordering lemmas
I almost no explanation of the abbreviations
I it would be useful to work out the meaning of punctuation
marks which were used by Linde; there are three types of
section marks (two normal and one mirrored)
Indxes needed to be applied
I it would be useful to link with it the existing a tergo index
[Grzegorczykowa et al. 1965], after reverting it to the
alphabetical order (a kind of a list of content)
I an index of abbreviations is being prepared for the languages
names
I a list of other abbreviations is also planned
I a detailed list of authors’ names abbreviations and text titles
was provided by the author himself and in the book of Hrabec
and Pep lowski (1963)
Ordering of lemmas
Two of three types of section marks
Tools used for digitising
I for scanning the 2nd edition of Linde’s dictionary in 600 dpi
resolution we used Scanhelper, a command-line scanning
tool prepared by Jakub Wilk
I the preliminary version of the digitalisation was prepared in
300 dpi resolution using Kofax VRS software.
I the scans were then converted into DjVu
I in the framework of Janusz S. Bien´’s project, Grzegorz
Chimosz prepared a prototype of a DjVu files viewer based on
DjView4 which is, at the same time, a Poliqarp client
I scan and hidden text can be seen together
I copy URL feature
I copy hidden text feature
Poliqarp client
Enlarging query result
Hidden text
Copy URL and hidden text feature
Font tagging
I thanks to Tomasz Olejniczak’s pdfa2hocr converter, Linde’s
dictionary in PDF/A files from FineReader was converted into
hOCR files
I Poliqarp for DjVu is now being prepared to enable the user
to search for fonts
I the font-sensitive corpus builder by Marcin Zajac
(Janusz S. Bien´’s student) is being used
I enables converting hOCR files into a corpus for Poliqarp
concordancer
I searching for font sizes, searching for shape
Lexicographic browser with font tagging
Searching for words in font size 12
Searching for words in bolded italic
Conclusion
I while studying the structure of the dictionary (both macro-
and microstructure), we are using computer tools already
prepared for digitalisation purposes
I the quality and usefulness of digital dictionary will
considerably improve thanks to the combination of:
I the indexes to the dictionary that are being prepared
I DjVu files of Linde’s dictionary
I the lexicographic browser with many features valuable for
researchers
